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Abstract 

Stakeholder-based financial institutions (cooperative and savings banks) have a long tradition in the financial system 

of developed countries. The prevalent form of these entities differs across countries as a result of the different legis-

lative reforms between the 1980s and the 1990s, but they still represent an important share in the banking sector of 

several countries. The transformation and innovation of the financial system have increased the competitive envi-

ronment that these entities face posing important challenges for the future. Moreover, the financial crisis initiated in 

2007 has increased the challenges that stakeholder-based banks face and has highlighted the need for regulatory 

reform with a particular focus on corporate governance and funding diversification issues. The current debate about 

these reforms is not new; some European countries have already applied some regulatory reforms presenting differ-

ent approaches. 
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JEL Classification: G21, G28. 

Introduction

Stakeholder-based financial institutions (coopera-

tive and savings banks) have a long tradition in 

the financial system of developed countries. Origi-

nally, these entities were created to provide financial 

services to specific sectors or to improve the finan-

cial access in selected geographical areas. Their 

foundation used to be promoted by local authorities, 

religious organizations or professional associa-

tions. Later on, the transformation and innovation 

of the financial system increased the competitive 

environment that these entities face. These 

changes motivated a series of reforms in some 

European countries during the last two decades of 

the past century, with some countries opting for 

its privatization or demutualization. On the con-

trary, other countries opted for maintaining their 

traditional organization. More recently, the finan-

cial crisis has posed new challenges for these in-

stitutions. On the one hand, it has highlighted the 

importance of liquidity and funding risk for bank-

ing activity. Thus stakeholder-based banks are 

faced with the problem of how to improve their 

access to wholesale funding. On the other hand, 

the crisis revealed some deficiencies related to 

their corporate governance, which were somehow 

reflected by the fact that these institutions re-

ceived an important share of public support. In 

this context, it is not surprising that some coun-

tries are debating on a new wave of restructuring, 

even in those countries where this 
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sector was already reformed some years ago (i.e., 

Norway or the United Kingdom)1.

Even though the prevalent form of stakeholder-

based banks differs across countries, as a result of 

the different legislative reforms between the 1980s 

and the 1990s, they still represent an important 

share in the banking sector in several countries (see 

Table 1). In countries like Germany, Spain, France 

or Norway, these entities entail more than 40% of 

total financial sector assets. In the United King-

dom, a country that has experienced several waves 

of privatization, building societies maintain an 

important presence in the financial intermediation 

(20% of retail deposits and 15% of mortgage 

loans). However, their importance in terms of total 

assets is relatively small given the size of invest-

ment banking activities in this country. 

This paper presents and discusses the main character-

istics of stakeholder-based banks, the challenges they 

face nowadays and the reform experiences in some 

European countries. The paper is organized in six 

sections additional to this introduction. Next section 

reviews the main characteristics and classification of 

stakeholder-based banks, together with an overview 

of the stakeholder-based sector in some European 

countries. Section 2 describes the pros and cons of 

these entities. Section 3 presents some statistics 

regarding the performance and the public support 

received by these institutions during the financial 

crisis. The final section describes the main chal-

lenges for the future and goes through the reform 

experience of some European countries. 

                                                     
1 In the same vein, the public support received by systemic financial 

institutions has motivated numerous initiatives aimed to reduce these 

advantages. 
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Table 1. Market shares of the main group of stakeholder-based banks by country 

France Germany Spain Norway (a) United Kingdom 

Type of institution 
Cooperative banks % 

Savings banks & 
Landesbanken % 

Savings banks % Savings banks % Building societies % 

Assets 38.3 34.6 52.2 63.0 4.6 

Deposits 55.7 42.9 40.5 70.0 20 (b) 

Loans 52.7 38.9 41.9 — 1 5 ( b )  

Notes: (a) including DnB Nor; (b) the share of deposits refers only to savings balances. The share of loans refers only to residential

mortgages. Data correspond to years 2008-2009. 

Sources: Ayadi et al. (2008), DSGV, Bank of Spain, Sparebankforeningen, Office for National Statistics, and H.M. Treasury (2009). 

1. Stakeholder-based banks: main characteristics 

and national peculiarities 

1.1. General characteristics of stakeholder-based 

banks. Stakeholder-based banks are financial institu-

tions where the ownership is not based on shareholders 

(as it is the case of commercial banks) but in a social 

group or organization whose members share a com-

mon interest related with the provision of funding or 

the promotion of saving. These entities, which include 

a broad range of organizations, have a long tradition 

and most of them date from the 19th century. 

The existence of stakeholder-based banks has been 
debated for many years. Originally, these entities 
were created to foster the access to some banking 
services of those financially excluded groups of pop-
ulation. At that time, commercial banks did not pro-
vide these services because of several reasons related 
with national regulations, households risk characteris-
tics and the underdevelopment of financial markets. 
Regulation limits were aimed to channel banking 
resources towards funding public debt (investment 
coefficient in public debt) or investment in strategic 
sectors. These limits left a small scope for banks to 
devote their funds to other sectors, including house-
holds and small and medium enterprises. Funding to 
these sectors was relatively riskier at this time since 
households and entrepreneur’s income volatility was 
elevated in a context where the welfare state and 
labor regulation had not been fully developed. More-
over, the management of credit risk coming from 
these sectors was difficult as a result of the lack of 
proper information (for example, Jappelli and Pa-
gano (1993, 2001) show the importance of central 
credit registers to reduce adverse selection problems 
and to increase the volume of credit) and the diffi-
culties to hedge these risks with the financial in-
struments available at that time. 

Thereafter commercial banks started to expand their 

activities to these financially excluded areas as a 

result of the development of the financial sector. 

This trend was the result of a process of financial 

innovation, liberalization and an intense deregula-

tion of banking activity. Therefore, financial exclu-

sion was pushed to the background as the main and 

general argument to justify the existence of these 

entities (although it could still be valid for some 

specific sectors or regions that are relatively small to 

be profitable enough for commercial banks)1. More-

over, the rapid growth of the stakeholder-based sec-

tor during the last decades could be better explained 

by the expansion of the range of services and activi-

ties that these entities could offer (partially as a con-

sequence of the deregulation process2), than on the 

grounds of financial inclusion. 

Nowadays, the main difference between stakeholder-

based and commercial banks relies on the objectives 

pursued by their managers. Commercial bank man-

agers care about maximizing the value of the owner-

ship participation for shareholders, optimizing the 

future path of dividends, buybacks and increases in 

the value of the share. Stakeholder-based banks 

managers’ concerns are not as concentrated in the 

value of ownership participation, as they are also 

interested in fulfil the different targets included in 

their mandate. As explained above, these objectives 

are related with providing banking services to some 

region or financially excluded individuals (savings 

banks) or to some group with some specific charac-

teristics (cooperative banks). Moreover, ownership 

participation cannot be easily transferred and stake-

holders do not receive an explicit dividend. The 

only direct benefits are materialized on social in-

vestments, in the case of saving banks or through 

the improvement on the banking conditions (deposit 

or loans), in the case of cooperative banks. Obvi-

ously, this does not imply that stakeholder-based 

banks do not care about profit generation insofar it 

is related with the solvency of the firm and the pos-

sibility to fulfil the organization’s mandate over the 

long term. This mixture of characteristics creates 

what is known as a “double-bottom” line for these 

institutions as they combine social and financial 

objectives.

                                                     
1 In Spain, 14 percent of the municipalities savings banks are the only 

provider of financial services, and represent 70% of the total number of 

branches municipalities with a population of less than 1,000 (WSBI and 

ESBG, 2011). 
2 For example, in Spain, after the Fuentes Quintana Reform of 1977, 

competition became more intense as a result of the convergence be-

tween the savings banks regulatory framework to the one for commer-

cial banks. Later on, savings banks started to expand geographically as a 

result of the liberalization of establishment in 1989, followed by a 

consolidation process during the 1990s. 
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An additional important difference from commercial 

banks is that they cannot issue equity in the markets 

so they have to rely mostly on retained profits to 

increase their capital levels and they obtain a lower 

discipline from financial markets. Their legal nature 

supposes that mergers and acquisitions usually are 

limited to voluntary operations that avoid the disci-

plinary effect of hostile bids1. Moreover, these 

mergers use to be concentrated within similar enti-

ties that make difficult the possibility to obtain 

economies of scale or scope that could result from 

mergers with other kind of financial institutions. For 

example, in the case of Spain, Carbo et al. (2002) 

find that, during the wave of mergers within the 

savings bank sector between 1989 and 1993, on 

average, the new entities did not obtained substan-

tial gains on efficiency. 

The classification of these banks comprises a high 

diversity of categories depending on the nature of 

the founders (public or private), the legal organiza-

tion (foundation, private liability society or public 

entity), the kind of activities (specialized or univer-

sal banking) or the area of influence (local, regional 

or national). For simplicity and clarity of the argu-

ments, this paper focuses on the distinction between 

cooperative and savings banks that are the most 

prevalent forms of organization2. The main differ-

ences between savings and cooperative banks are: 

1. The nature: cooperatives are private banks while 

savings banks have a closer affinity with public 

institutions (i.e., savings banks are in many cas-

es, but not always, in public ownership). There-

fore the public sector’s role in the corporate go-

vernance of saving banks  though admittedly 

varying among particular institutions  is non-

negligible. In fact, in some countries, like Ger-

many, savings banks are governed by public 

laws (Tragerschaft). 

2. The corporate governance: members of a coop-

erative bank are private citizens or individual en-

trepreneurs that play an active role in supervising 

the management of the company. Their influ-

ence is not based on the size of their stakes but 

on the principle of “one member, one vote”. On 

the contrary, savings banks’ ownership is 

formed by depositors, employees, investors and 

local and regional public authorities or non-

profit foundations. 

3. Restrictions on assets: cooperative banks’ ac-

tivities usually have some limits on asset alloca-

tion, such as the establishment of a minimum 

percentage of assets to be devoted to a specific 

                                                     
1 See Oliver Wyman (2008). 
2 See Carbó and Méndez (2006) for a detailed classification of these 

entities depending on their ownership structure. 

activity. Restrictions on saving banks are less 

usual and, when they exist, tend to be related 

with the geographical area in which they operate 

(territoriality principle). 

1.2. National characteristics in selected European 

countries. This section includes a brief description 

of the stakeholder-based banks in some of the Euro-

pean countries where they still have an important 

presence: France, Germany, Spain, Norway and the 

United Kingdom. Table 2 summarizes the most 

notable features of these entities prior to the regula-

tory reforms adopted as a result of the financial cri-

sis started in 2007. This description tries to facilitate 

the reader the understanding of the playing field 

during the years prior to the financial meltdown. 

The different regulatory reforms applied between 

the 1980s and 1990s by these countries have re-

sulted in a quite different mapping in each of the 

national banking systems. As it has been high-

lighted, there are some countries where cooperative 

banks are the prevalent legal form in this sector, i.e., 

France and the United Kingdom, while in others, 

like Germany, Spain and Norway3, savings banks 

have taken the major role. Moreover, these entities 

also present some other peculiarities between coun-

tries different from their legal status. 

Regarding to those countries in which savings banks 

have a prominent role, there are models where their 

activity is restricted, i.e., Germany, while in others 

they are allowed to offer any kind of financial ser-

vices, i.e., Spain and Norway. The case of Germany 

has some idiosyncratic characteristics since two 

different types of institutions can be differentiated 

within the Savings Bank Group: Sparkassen, at the 

local level, and Landesbanken, at the regional level. 

There exists also a national central institution, DGZ 

Dekabank Deutsche Girozentrale (DGZ Deka-

bank), which acts as a national Landesbank and is 

owned by the Landesbanken (50%) and by the 

national association of savings banks (Deutscher 

Sparkassen und Giroverband, DSGV). The organ-

izational and legal structures of both savings banks 

and Landesbanken have largely remained un-

changed and, in fact, their existence is protected 

through the prohibition of mergers or takeovers 

with institutions outside the Savings Bank Group. 

Savings banks constitute public law institutions 

with no private owner that are subject to some re-

strictions in their activity. For example, they can-

not hold equity participations in entities outside the 

Savings Bank Group, undertake risky operations or 

operate outside their local area. 

                                                     
3 The analysis will focus on the predominant stakeholder bank in each 

country, for example, in Spain only savings banks characteristics are 

presented although cooperative banks also exist in this country. 



Table 2. Characteristics of the main group of stakeholder-based banks by country prior to the recent change in the regulatory burden (2009) 

France Germany Norway Spain United Kingdom 
Type of institution 

Cooperative banks Savings banks Savings banks Savings banks Building societies 

Legal status 

Local or regional independent banks organ-
ized through a federated two- or three-tier 
structure (local, regional and national 
insitutions). 

Public law institutions with no private 
owner. There are also regional banks 
inside the Savings Banks Group 
(Landesbank) which present different 
legal forms; some are joint stock 
companies while others are public law 
institutions. 

Independent foundations. Limited 
liability banks in which almost 10% of 
the capital is owned by a foundation. 

Foundations of private nature combin-
ing financial activity with social voction. Mutual institution owned by its mebers. 

Governing bodies 

Local cooperatives are member-centric with 
the principle of "one member, one vote". 
Local institutions delegate a great variety of 
functions (mutual support, debt issuance, 
representation...) to the Central Network 
institution. 

The Executive Board, which reports to 
a Supervisory Board, is composed by 
2/3 appointed by the municipality/ies 
where it is located and 1/3 elected by 
the employees (thus depositors are not 
represented in the governing bodies). 

Committee of representatives, the 
highest body, is comprised of employ-
ees, depositors and public appointees. 
1/4 of the committe is elected by the 
owners of the primary capital certifi-
cates, independently of their share of 
total capital. 

The General Assembly formed by 
different stakeholders (including 
employees, representatives of deposi-
tors, local and regional government 
bodies, founding entities and commu-
nity interest groups). The representa-
tion of public institutions in the General 
Assembly should not exceed 50% of 
the voting rights. 

Member-centric under the principle of 
"one member, one vote". 

Regulation Subject to general banking regulation. 

Subject to general banking regulation 
and to savings bank law of the respec-
tive German state in which they are 
located. 

Bank of Spain has power over financial 
stability aspects (solvency and liquid-
ity). Autonomous Communities set 
other legal considerations relative to 
the governance structure and con-
sumer protection issues. 

Subject to their own legislation (the 
Building Societies Act 1986 as 
amended by the Building  
Societies Act 1997). 

Supervision Bank of France. 
Federal Financial Services Authority 
(BAFin) in cooperation with the Bun-
desbank. 

Financial Supervisory Authority. Bank of Spain Financial Services Authority (FSA) 

Restrictions to activity 

Freedom of operation. They manage differ-
ent activities (market finance, investment, 
insurance, etc.) through specialized  
subsidiaries. 

They cannot hold equity participations 
in enterprises outside the Savings 
Bank Group, undertake risky opera-
tions or operate outside of their local 
area. Landesbanks enjoy freedom of 
operation. 

Freedom of operation. Freedom of operation 
Mortgage loans should represent 75% 
of total assets. 

Profit sharing 

They have the legal obligation to allocate 
part of their profit as reserves. The listed 
non-voting shares receive an annual divi-
dend determined by the banks' statutes and 
legal ceilings. 

A substantial part is destined to fund 
social, cultural and other purposes. 
Dividends are distributed among silent 
equity units' holders. 

Distributed among charitable gifts and 
cash dividends to primary capital 
certificates holders. 

At least 1/2 to reserves, the rest was 
devoted to Obra Social (community 
toward projects) and to dividends to 
equity units (cuotas participativas) and 
preference shares. 

Destined to accumulate reserves and to 
improve conditions of the financial 
services supplied to depositors or 
borrowers (higher savings rates and 
lower mortgage rates). 

Capital 

Non-marketable shares hold by natural 
persons (customers). "Principle of solidarity" 
among entities within networks, which 
provides access to capital when needed. 
The national body can issue debt instru-
ments (including subordinated notes and 
investment certificates). 

Accumulated reserves. They can issue 
a form of preference shares, known as 
silent equity, which do not have rights 
over total assets and which absorb 
losses, although they can recover this 
amount in subsequent periods in case 
of positive profits. 

Accumulated reserves (ownerless 
capital) and capital from the market 
(primary capital certificates). 

Accumulated reserves. They could 
issue capital in form of equity units 
(cuotas participativas), which could not 
exceed 50% of total equity No one 
could hold more than 5% of all equity 
units in circulation. They could issue 
preference shares with non  
voting rights. 

85% of their capital comes from re-
tained earnings. They can issue capital 
through Permanent Interest Bearing 
Shares (PIBS) - non-core Tier 1. 

Other characteristics 

The group (national body) is listed on the 
stock exchange. Local or regional banks 
have a majority ownership of the national 
body and provide financing for the  
local banks. 

By law, they should serve the public 
interest of their region (principle of 
regionality) and conduct their business 
according to sound business princi-
ples. They should open a transaction 
account for every applicant. Mergers or 
takeovers with institutions outside the 
Savings Bank Group are prohibited. 

Gift fund destined to serve social and 
cultural purposes. 

Strong local roots. Inter-regional 
mergers needed the authorization of 
the autonomous communities  
concerned. 

50% of their funding should come from 
retail deposits (the remaining 50% can 
be obtained through wholesale funing). 

Sources: Ayadi et al. (2010, 2009), Ori et al. (2004), Bank of England, Bank of Spain, Financial Supervisory Authority (Norway), Sparebankforeningen, and Perez et al. (2007). 
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Moreover, they should serve the public interest of 

their region, fostering savings and providing credit 

to the small and medium enterprise sector, and con-

duct their business according to sound business 

principles by law. Their capital is raised through 

retained earnings; indeed, profits are particularly 

important for them since municipalities, as their 

owners, are rarely in a position to inject additional 

equity and since they cannot raise equity by issuing 

shares in the market (Ayadi et al., 2010). They can 

issue a form of preference shares, known as silent 

capital, which receive dividend payments and ab-

sorb losses, although the investors in these instru-

ments can recover this amount when benefits turn 

positive. Besides the existence of savings banks, 

regional banks or Landesbanken represent a differ-

ent kind of mutual financial entities which enjoy 

freedom of operation. These banks present different 

legal forms: some are joint stock companies, while 

others are still public law institutions. Their owner-

ship lies in hands of local savings banks, their re-

spective regional public bodies and, in some cases, 

in some other Landesbanken. In particular, Landes-

banken are the second tier of the Savings Bank Group 

and have two prominent functions: they serve as 

house banks of their respective state and act as the 

clearing houses or central banks for the local savings 

banks in their region. 

In the case of Norway, Sparebanks or savings banks 

have been traditionally organized as independent 

private foundations that enjoy freedom of operation. 

In 2002, these institutions were given the option of 

converting to limited liability savings banks. The 

new institutions are regulated essentially by the 

same provisions as commercial banks and, in order 

to be considered as savings banks, almost 10% of 

the capital should be owned by a foundation. Equity 

is composed by accumulated reserves through re-

tained earnings and since 1987 they have the option 

to raise capital in the market through the issuance of 

primary capital certificates or PCCs (known as eq-

uity certificates since 2009). In fact, this instrument 

is one of the main sources of Tier 1 capital of Nor-

wegian savings banks. PCCs are marketable securi-

ties similar to shares, with the difference that they 

do not give ownership rights over entity’s assets. 

Instead, PCCs holders elect 1/4 of the committee of 

representatives, independently of their share within 

total capital. Profits are distributed between re-

serves; the gift fund, created to serve social and 

cultural purposes; and cash reserves, which are dis-

tributed among PCCs holders. The gift fund is cre-

ated in order to fulfil some of the commitments that 

savings banks have with the communities where they 

operate, although there are not specific legal provi-

sions to pursue specific social or welfare gains. In 

some sense, Norwegian savings banks have evolved 

through a mixed model allowing the access to capital 

for shareholders with some representation in the 

management while maintaining their double bottom 

line.

Finally, prior to the recent restructuring, Spanish 

savings banks were organized as foundations of 

private nature combining financial activity with 

social vocation (Perez Fernandez et al., 2007). They 

had strong local roots; in fact, they were prohibited 

to expand their activities outside their municipality 

of origin (principle of territoriality). Since 1989 they 

enjoyed freedom of operation. Most of their capital 

came from accumulated reserves; at least 50% of 

total profits should be devoted to raise capital. 

These institutions are regulated and supervised by 

the Bank of Spain, while Regional Governments set 

other legal considerations relative to their govern-

ance structure. For example, inter-regional mergers 

were subject to the authorization of the Autonomous 

Communities concerned. Regarding to their govern-

ance bodies, the General Assembly was formed by 

different stakeholders, including employees, repre-

sentatives of depositor, local and regional govern-

ment bodies (up to a limit of 50% of total voting 

rights), founding entities and community interest 

groups. Savings banks could issue capital in form of 

equity units (cuotas participativas) which could not 

exceed 50% of total equity and no one could hold 

more that 5% of all equity units in circulation. Since 

their approval, only one savings bank (Caja de 

Ahorros del Mediterraneo) has issued capital 

through this instrument. These instruments do not 

incorporate voting rights and thus they do not en-

hance market discipline on the management of the 

entity, making these equity units relatively unattrac-

tive for investors (Centra PwC/IE del Sector Finan-

ciero, 2010). They can also issue preference shares 

with non-voting rights. Profits were thus distributed 

between reserves, community toward projects (Obra 

Social) and dividends paid to equity units and pref-

erence shares. 

In France and the United Kingdom stakeholder fi-

nancial entities are governed by the basic principles 

of the cooperative banking model. In the case of the 

United Kingdom, the structure is much more restric-

tive. Building societies are mutual organizations in 

which the governance bodies follow the principle of 

“one member, one vote”, which does not take into 

account how much money each person has invested 

or borrowed or how many accounts she has. They 

were created to foster the access to some financial 

services; in particular, their basic purpose is to make 

loans secured on residential property, hich are 

funded by its members1. In fact, mortgage loans 

                                                     
1 Building Societies Commission (Factsheet, 1999). 
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must represent at least 75% of total assets. Capital is 

mostly raised through retained earnings (which rep-

resent around 85% of total core Tier 1 capital)1 and, 

since 1981, they are able to issue deferred shares in 

the market in the form of Permanent Interest Bearing 

Shares (PIBS). PIBS carry a fixed non-cumulative 

coupon and they have no fixed maturity date, al-

though they can be redeemed at the issuer’s discre-

tion, which is the main reason why they count as non-

core Tier 1 capital. The UK building societies have 

principally (although not exclusively) targeted capi-

tal issuance at wholesale investors rather than mem-

bers. PIBS have voting rights, although the repre-

sentation of these investors is reduced compared 

with that of members, since buildings societies are 

prohibited from raising more that 50% of their funds 

from non-member deposits. As a way to compensate 

this, retail deposits are subordinated to wholesale 

funding in case of liquidation (although the first 

£50,000 is guaranteed by the Financial Services 

Compensation Scheme). 

In France, cooperative banks are organized as local 

or regional independent banks that belong to a fed-

erated structure with two or three layers: local or 

regional layers (Federations or Caisses Federates) 

have a majority ownership of the national body 

(Confederations). Central Network institutions exer-

cise a top-down authority as local or regional insti-

tutions have delegated a great variety of functions, 

including treasury and risk management, mutual 

support2, investment activities, debt issuance, group 

representation and back office functions such as IT 

support (Ayadi et al., 2010). Local and regional 

institutions still have their autonomy in decision-

making and management, and provide banking ser-

vices enhancing access to credit for households and 

small and medium enterprises. Cooperative banks 

cannot raise capital in the market and they have the 

legal obligation to allocate profits as reserves3. Nev-

ertheless, they can issue shares similar to preferred 

shares and customers may also be required to sub-

scribe for additional shares to access a loan (Ori et 

al., 2004). These listed non-voting shares receive an 

annual dividend determined by the banks’ statutes 

and legal ceilings. The role of cooperative banks has 

gained importance as a result of their expansion 

through mergers and acquisitions (financed through 

accumulated reserves). These developments have 

                                                     
1 Building Society Capital and related issues: a discussion paper. H.M. 

Treasury, March 2010. 
2 Under the French Monetary and Financial code, the central organs of 

the cooperative institutions are required to guarantee the liquidity and 

solvency of the entities within their networks (Ayadi et al., 2010). 
3 For example, in the case of Banque Populaire, the group-wide mini-

mum rate is set as 10 % of profits and members have no rights on these 

net assets. The reserves are treated exactly as equity in Crédit Agricole 

and Crédit Mutuel, i.e., distributable to members and stockholders in the 

event of a default (Ayadi et al., 2010). 

allowed the increase in the number of financial ser-

vices offered through the involvement in wholesale 

banking, insurance asset management, etc. (activities 

which are carried through specialized subsidiaries). 

2. Pros and cons of stakeholder-based banks 

activity 

As previously mentioned, the financial inclusion of 

some segments of the population is no longer the 

main argument supporting the existence stakeholder-

based banks. Thus, alternative arguments have been 

proposed, such as those related to their idiosyncratic 

risk management. 

Some authors argue that stakeholder-based banks 

mitigate better the risk on an inter-temporal basis 

than commercial banks4. These entities tend to ac-

cumulate less risk through the cycle than commer-

cial banks given that they are more strategically 

oriented towards the long run. Managers of stake-

holder-based banks tend to be more prudent given 

that they cannot rely on external capital to compen-

sate losses derived from business mistakes. In some 

respect, it could be argued that stakeholder-based 

banks complement the commercial banks risk man-

aging approach and improve the overall financial 

stability of the system (Michie and Llewellyn, 

2010). These authors argue that this contribution to 

financial stability arises since “the more diversified 

is a financial system in terms of size, ownership and 

structure of businesses, the better it is able to 

weather the strains produced by the normal business 

cycle,...”. In this sense, assuring financing to some 

sectors financially constrained during stress periods. 

For example, Delgado et al. (2006) find that the gain 

in size among savings banks between 1996-2003 

implied a relative specialization in relational lending 

towards small and medium size, more opaque, 

firms; something that has not been observed on the 

commercial banks risk managing approach and im-

prove the overall financial stability of the system 

(Michie and Llewellyn, 2010)5.

An additional argument supporting the existence of 

these entities is related with the alignment of the 

interests between investors in the institution. Con-

flicts of interest between holders of debt (that re-

ceive a fixed coupon and are more risk averse) and 

those of equity (that have a limited liability and 

encourage a risk taking behaviour) in commercial 

banks are not characteristic of stakeholder-based 

banks. In cooperative banks, the owners are both 

customers and debt holders, so that they share simi-

lar interests and are particularly concerned about the 

                                                     
4 See Ayadi et al. (2009). 
5 The UK Government has announced its intention to foster competition 

in the banking system through an increase in the diversity in financial 

services and the promotion of mutuals. 
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sustainability of the activity of the company. How-

ever, in the case of savings banks some problems 

related with ownership structure could emerge, 

since it includes a mixture of agents (local or re-

gional public authorities, employees, depositors, 

non-profitable foundations...) with potentially very 

different kind of interests. Under this framework, 

the local public authorities tend to exert a great in-

fluence over the management of the entity. As a 

result, managers’ incentives could be related with 

the short-term political cycle and less so with those 

of debt holders. Obviously, the relevance of these 

problems became more apparent during the last 

decades as savings banks progressively extended the 

range and complexity of their business. As an ex-

ample, during the last years, in some countries, sav-

ings banks accumulated higher levels of risk in sec-

tors like real estate  linked to regional government 

funding  than commercial banks. 

There are some additional drawbacks related to the 

existence of stakeholder-based banks. Both coopera-

tives and savings banks are less exposed to market 

discipline than commercial banks. Although this 

independence could have some positive effects  as 

it favors the inter-temporal management of risk  it 

also creates significant drawbacks, because the 

monitoring of managers’ performance is softer mak-

ing them more prone to accumulate higher levels of 

inefficiencies. 

Another additional weakness is that under their 

ownership structure, it is difficult to see any hostile 

takeovers even within the sector. As a direct conse-

quence, this sector usually remains very fragmented 

and represented by relatively small entities. Under 

this situation, it becomes more difficult to adapt to a 

new environment of competition and to improve 

their economies of scale or scope through mergers 

in areas such as information system, control of risk 

or business diversification. Moreover, their reduced 

dimension could be an obstacle to diversify their 

funding sources (i.e., access to some wholesale 

markets requires a minimum issuance size). Some 

institutions try to circumvent some of these prob-

lems (for example, access to markets) by creating 

associations of cooperative or saving banks, as it is 

the case of the Landesbank in Germany or the Co-

operative holdings in France. 

Finally, another argument usually raised relies on 

the fact that economic viability of some stakeholder-

based banks was based on the explicit or implicit 

public support that they received. These guarantees 

could create important competitive distortions; in-

deed, the European Commission and banking repre-

sentatives accorded in 2001 the gradual removal of 

this public support. Landesbanken and savings banks 

do not enjoy these guarantees since July 2005. How-

ever, as it is discussed later on, the ownership struc-

ture and the involvement of the local public sector 

create some implicit guarantees for these entities that 

could be as complicated to mitigate as those that en-

joy too-big-to-fail institutions. 

3. The evolution of stakeholder-based banks 

during the financial crisis 

3.1. The financial analysis of stakeholder-based 

banks during the crisis. The aforementioned ad-

vantages and disadvantages of stakeholder-based 

banks suggest that there may exist differences re-

lated to their financial performance in comparison to 

commercial banks. This section reviews some indi-

cators of this performance focusing on different 

financial ratios with regard to profitability, liquidity, 

solvency and asset quality. Table 3 includes infor-

mation about some financial highlights for stake-

holder-based banks (savings bank/thrift/mutual) and 

commercial banks in 2007 and 2009. In particular, 

data is based on median values since the presence of 

extreme values in our sample may distort the view 

of the sector as a whole. These medians are calcu-

lated over the sample of shareholders or stake-

holder-based banks available for each of the coun-

tries included in this study (France, Germany, Nor-

way, Spain and the United Kingdom). The interpre-

tation of the results should be made with extreme 

caution and should take into account limitations arising 

from using medians. This information does not pro-

vide detailed information of the entities included, nei-

ther of the most successful ones nor of those that have 

worst evolved through the financial crisis. 

Data comes from SNL Financial Banking (Europe), 

a new database that includes information for com-

mercial, cooperative and savings banks, listed and 

unlisted, in Europe. The database offers data ob-

tained directly from the public accounts of these 

entities and allows to distinguish between stake-

holder-based banks and commercial banks1. How-

ever, some additional adjustment has been made to 

classify as stakeholder-based banks those entities 

that are not controlled by shareholders. The main 

adjustment consists on including as stakeholder-

based banks entities like the Landesbanken and the 

French cooperative banks and excluding, pure pub-

lic financing institutes (like Instituto de Crédito 

Oficial) or national institutions (like Dekabank or 

Confederation Espanola de Cajas deAhorros). Obvi-

ously, a fair comparison between these models re-

quires a longer time horizon and some control vari-

ables like their size or specialization, however the 

                                                     
1 Other studies rely on data obtained from alternative sources with a 

wider coverage of entities. However, these databases do not classify 

banks based on their ownership and, usually, provide adjusted measures 

that sometimes differ from the public financial statements. 
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required data for this exercise is not yet available. 

The sample includes 52 commercial banks and 78 

stakeholder-based banks1. Given the size of the 

sample it is not possible to perform a detailed analy-

sis discriminating between cooperative and saving 

banks; instead, the comparison is made between the 

median stakeholder-based bank and the median 

commercial bank. 

In terms of profitability, commercial banks dis-

played better ratios than stakeholder-based banks, 

although the deterioration has been more pro-

nounced for them between 2007 and 2009. How-

ever, these figures are likely to be affected by the 

absence of the aforementioned control variables 

(specialization, size, etc.). The efficiency of stake-

holder-based banks was slightly lower than com-

mercial banks in 2007, although these figures have 

converged in 2009 given the improvement in terms 

of cost-to-income of the former and the deteriora-

tion of the latter. 

Regarding to their liquidity positions, the weight of 

deposit funding in terms of total assets was larger 

for stakeholder-based banks in 2007. However, 

there is almost no difference when comparing this 

type of funding in terms of loans instead, since the 

share of assets devoted to loans has been larger for 

stakeholder-based banks. Related to their loan com-

position, they are more exposed to the mortgage 

sector, perhaps as a consequence of the link of sav-

ings banks with real estate and also due to the spe-

cialization of building societies. Moreover, it is 

worth to emphasize that during the financial crisis, 

although there has been an adjustment in real estate 

in some of the sample countries, stakeholder-based 

banks have not been able to reduce their exposure to 

it as commercial banks. 

Table 3. Financial highlights  medians 

 Stakeholder-based banks Commercial banks 

 2007 2009  bps 2007 2009  bps 

Profitability (%) 

ROAA 0.36 0.19 -0.17 0.69 0.31 -0.37 

ROAE 8.41 3.88 -4.53 15.95 7.84 -8.11 

Net Interest margin 1.55 1.54 -0.02 1.26 1.38 0.12 

Cost to income 60.67 59.04 -1.63 55.08 58.48 3.40 

Balance sheet ratios (%) 

Deposits/Assets 56.06 60.95 4.88 45.42 47.25 1.83 

Deposits/Loans (Retail) 72.60 79.10 6.50 73.12 79.40 6.28 

Net Loans/Assets 58.35 59.74 1.39 50.42 54.82 4.40 

Mortgage Loans/Net loans to customers 49.18 50.07 0.90 44.56 42.73 -1.84 

Tier 1 common ratio 8.05 9.37 1.32 6.62 8.70 2.08 

Tier 1 ratio 8.68 10.59 1.91 7.45 10.10 2.65 

Asset quality (%) 

Impaired & Delinquent loans/Loans 2.32 4.49 2.18 3.85 6.05 2.20 

Impaired loans/Tangible equity & Reserves 9.85 32.37 22.52 12.30 34.61 22.31 

Provisions/Average amortized loans 0.11 0.49 0.37 0.36 1.12 0.77 

Credit Costs/Pre-impairment operating profit 20.43 39.67 19.23 17.92 49.59 31.67 

Notes: includes data for France, Germany, Norway, Spain and the United Kingdom. For each variable those entities for which data

is available are included, thus the number of entities between each variable may vary. The group of stakeholder-based banks in-

cludes those entities that are not controlled by shareholders, including entities like the Landesbanken and the French cooperative 

banks and excluding pure public financing institutes (Instituto de Crédito Oficial) or national entities (Dekabank).  bps: difference 

in basis points.  

Source: SNL Financial. 

As previously mentioned,1stakeholder-based banks 
cannot raise capital in the market, which may be an 
important restriction, especially in periods of crisis 
when their solvency may be affected by the deterio-
ration in  asset  quality.  Following this argument  it 

                                                     
1 The sample includes 3 stakeholder banks and 7 commercial banks for 

France; 36 and 16 for Germany; 14 and 9 for Spain; 16 and 1 for Norway; 

and 9 and 19 for the United Kingdom. Nevertheless, data was not avail-

able for all of the variables considered in Table 3 so the number of entities 

in each group varies among the different variables included in this table. 

could be expected that their solvency may be larger 

compared to their commercial peers. Indeed this 

argument is confirmed in the data, the median 

stakeholder-based bank displayed a larger level of 

Tier 1 capital ratio than commercial banks during 

these years. Both types of institutions could improve 

their capital levels during the financial crisis, while 

there has been a convergence among them as a re-

sult of the faster improvement in the case of com-

mercial banks. 
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There exists heterogeneity among the group of enti-

ties considered in Table 3 and not all of them may 

display the same characteristics as the median insti-

tution. As an example, Figure 1 presents the histo-

grams of the ratio of Tier 1 capital for stakeholder-

based banks in 2007 and 2009, together with the 

commercial banks’ median value. The majority of 

these institutions held higher levels of capital than 

the median commercial bank at the beginning of the 

financial crisis. The graph also points out that there 

has been a reduction in the dispersion of the sol-

vency ratio among stakeholder-based entities. 

Notes: includes data for France, Germany, Norway, Spain and the United Kingdom. The group of stakeholder-based banks includes 

those entities that are not controlled by shareholders, including entities like the Landesbanken and the French cooperative banks and 

excluding pure public financing institutes (like Instituto de Crédito Oficial or Dekabank). 

Source: SNL Financial. 

Fig. 1. Capital histogram for the stakeholder-based banks group 

Given their strong local roots, which allow them to 

assess better the creditworthiness and risk of cos-

tumers at local level (Groeneveld and De Vries, 

2009), and their retail oriented business model, 

stakeholder-based banks are expected to follow a 

conservative banking approach. Thus the asset qual-

ity of these institutions could be expected to be more 

solid as this behavior is translated into stronger bal-

ance sheets and lower credit risk. The data suggests 

that this was true in 2007 in terms of the percentage 

of problem loans, although credit costs were slightly 

larger. The deterioration in asset quality over the 

financial crisis hit both types of institutions leading to 

an increasing need for loan loss provisions and an 

important increase in credit costs1.

                                                     
1 Differences in non-performing loans could partially be explained by 

the composition of total assets and the relative importance of mortgage 

loans, which tend to have a lower delinquency rate. 

Table 4. Public capital injection in stakeholder-

based banks from 2007(a) 

 Amount % All entities (c) 
Number of 

entities 

Germany(b) 21.65 37 6 

France 22.80 49 3 

Spain 16.13 100 33 

Norway 4.10 100 28 

United Kingdom 1.60 2.4 1 

Notes: (a) final injected amount in national currency; (b) 

includes the capital injection from the Lander Government; (c) 

public capital injection received by stakeholder-based banks 

as a percentage of the total public capital injection to the 

banking sector. 

Sources: National authorities press releases. 

3.2. Public support to stakeholder-based banks 

during the crisis. An approach to appraise the be-

havior of the most affected institutions by the finan-

cial crisis could be the revision of the public support 

received by them. Stakeholder-based banks could be 
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expected to better deal with some features of the 

financial crisis, in particular, with those related with 

the unexpected write-downs and the necessity to 

obtain public capital injections. However, as it is 

highlighted in the previous section, their financial 

record has not been very different to commercial 

banks. Moreover, with the exception of the English 

building societies, stakeholder-based banks have 

received significant amounts of public capital injec-

tions (see Table 4)1, which, in general, have been 

instrumented through preferred shares (ordinary 

shares participation would require the transforma-

tion of their legal status). 

Most of the stakeholder-based banks that have 

received public funds are saving banks. The only 

exception is France, where at the heights of the 

crisis cooperative banks required public capital 

support that has been already repaid to the Treas-

ury. The origin of the losses incurred by these in-

stitutions varies among countries: in some cases 

stem from their national markets, as some German 

and Spanish savings banks, while in others came 

from their foreign positions (some Landesbanken 

in Germany). 

Banks did not only receive explicit public support, 

but they also benefited from the implicit guarantees 

of the government. This factor is important since 

financial markets consider that some banking enti-

ties enjoy this implicit guaranty based on resolution 

difficulties. These difficulties could be related with 

the size or complexity of the banks (too big or too 

complex to fail) or with the ownership structure and 

the intractibity to remove some political counsellors 

from the board. Moreover, these guarantees are es-

pecially relevant to assess the viability of these insti-

tutions since, conversely to explicit guarantees, they 

use to have a permanent nature. In this sense, this 

measure could give an idea of the economic impact 

of the new resolution framework with no public 

support that, for example, imposes the share of 

losses by even senior debt holders2.

                                                     
1 The financial crisis also revealed the importance of reassessing liquid-

ity risk in some markets. This kind of risk has been misperceived by 

most analysts, regulators and managers and stakeholder-based banks’ 

managers were not an exception. Therefore they participate  like 

commercial banks  in all the emergency liquidity measures introduced 

in the aftermath of the crisis. 
2 A clear example was after the approval of a new resolution regime 

framework in Germany when Moody’s decided to downgrade subordi-

nated banking debt ratings for a number institutions (among them, 

several sparkassen and landesbank). See Moody’s rating action of 

February 17, 2011. In March 2011 this agency also downgraded 

senior debt of several small and medium size Spanish financial insti-

tutions based on the perception of a reduction of public support (see 

Moody’s, 2011). 

In order to approximate the importance of this guar-

anty one can compute a rating-based measure. Ob-

viously this will be an incomplete indicator since 

ratings are only an indirect measure of cost of fi-

nance and rating agencies do not rate all stake-

holder-based banks. The steps taken to obtain this 

measure are: 

1. The traditional “issuer ratings”  which take 

into account the likelihood of receiving Gov-

ernment or group support in case a bank is in 

stress  are compared with the “standalone 

rating”  which reflects a bank’s intrinsic 

strength (see Moody’s, 2007). The difference 

in terms of notches between the two ratings 

provides a qualitative measure of the subsidy 

because ratings have an impact on bank fund-

ing costs. 

2. Map ratings into bank bond yields by assigning 

the yearly average funding cost corresponding 

to long-term and standalone ratings using indi-

ces for the banking sector from Reuters. Then, 

the difference between these funding costs is 

multiplied by rating-sensitive liabilities of each 

bank3. This exercise provides a quantitative as-

sessment of the subsidy for each bank4.

Figure 2 compares the difference between the two 

ratings for commercial banks as opposed to stake-

holder-based banks (Step 1). In this case the sam-

ple is more reduced than in the previous section by 

focusing only on those institutions similar to com-

mercial banks. In this case, some specialist stake-

holder-based banks in Germany have been ex-

cluded since some of them are related with very 

specific sectors  like pharmaceutical or automo-

bile. The data provides several interesting insights. 

First, both categories of banks enjoy a substantial 

implicit support (2 to 5 notches on average) in all 

counries in 2010. Second, in some countries, such 

as the UK and Spain, there was little or no implicit 

support before the crisis, whereas in Germany and 

France there was already a large support, espe-

cially for stakeholder-based banks. Finally, a com-

parison across bank categories suggests that in 

Spain, the UK and Norway commercial banks cur-

rently enjoy roughly the same implicit support as 

stakeholder-based banks, whereas in Germany and 

France these institutions seem to have a higher sup-

port than commercial banks (around 2 notches 

                                                     
3 Rating-sensitive liabilities are defined as deposits from banks and 

other financials, financial liabilities designated at fair value, debt securi-

ties in issue (excluding securitizations and covered bonds) and subordi-

nated liabilities. 
4 See Haldane (2010). 
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above). Moreover it should be noticed that during 

2011 ratings agencies reconsidered the willingness 

of governments to provide this kind of support to 

small and medium entities in case of failure. This 

revision has produced a significant decline of the 

importance of this factor and the subsequent rating 

downgrading for most of the Spanish entities (see 

the dotted line). 

Notes: (a) The average has been calculated for the financial entities rated by Moody’s. The dotted line in the case of Spain shows the 

difference in rating resulting from the review of the ratings of the senior debt of these institutions made by Moody’s in March 2011 

(Moody’s, 2011). 

Sources: Moody’s and own calculations. 

Fig. 2. Implicit public support for financial institutions  ratings notches differences (a)

Figure 3 shows the total amount (€bn) of the implicit 

subsidy for each country in 2007 and 2010 (Step 2). At 

the beginning of the financial crisis the public support 

was reduced for most countries, although it was re-

markable for commercial banks in the UK (4.1 €bn) 

and stakeholder-based banks in Germany (6.0 €bn). It 

should be noted that the ratings computed by Moody’s 

take into account the support received within the group, 

that is, some of the implicit subsidy displayed is re-

lated to the effect of the group’s support. The implicit 

subsidies increased over the next two years in all coun-

tries in an asymmetric way. In 2010 Germany, Spain 

and France presented a greater public support for 

stakeholder-based banks while in the case of the UK 

the implicit subsidy was more important for large 

commercial banks. 
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Note: The dotted line in the case of Spain shows the implicit public support taking into account the review of the ratings of the

senior debt of these institutions made by Moody’s in March 2011. 

Sources: Bankscope, Dealogic, SNL Financial, Moody’s, Reuters, and own calculations. 

Fig. 3. Estimated size of the implicit public support for financial institutions (€bn) 

Main challenges in the aftermath of the finan-

cial crisis: back to the future or learning from 

past experiences? 

The process of innovation and liberalization in the 

financial sector over the last decades has changed 

substantially the competitive environment of the 

financial industry, posing important challenges for 

banking institutions, in general, and for stakeholder-

based banks, in particular. On top of these structural 

changes, the financial crisis evidenced the impor-

tance of these challenges: 

1. Corporate governance. The financial crisis high-

lighted the difficulty to manage institutions 

whose owners have a mixture of different tar-

gets as in the case of saving banks. This diffi-

culty becomes especially problematic if short-

term objectives conflict with achieving long-

term economic viability. As mentioned in sec-

tion 1, these problems became more apparent as 

savings banks progressively extended the range 

and complexity of their business model. In this 

context it is important that corporate governance 

assures the long-term viability of the entity. 

2. Capital. Stakeholder-based banks only rely on 
retained profits to increase their capital level. 
This creates important difficulties in order to 
achieve the new requirements of Basel III, espe-
cially under an adverse economic environment 
to generate profits. To address this issue, several 
options could be considered, such as: easing the 
injection of temporary public funds in order to 
achieve the new requirements, or lengthening 
the transition process towards the new regula-
tory framework. Furthermore, the reliance on 
retained earnings create also a structural prob-
lem since it is difficult for these entities to rein-
force their solvency levels under a stress sce-
nario. Some proposals try to overcome this bur-
den through the introduction of new equity in-
struments, like contingent capital. However, in 
order to access to a suitable investor demand, 
their marketability is a crucial factor, which 
may be hampered by the mutual principle of 
“one member, one vote”. In this context, a 
greater participation in the management from 
new equity-shareholders could be considered as 
a way to make this instruments more attractive 
for external investors (as it is the case of the 
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Equity Certificates in Norway or the modifica-
tions considered for the Permanent Interest 
Bearing Shares in the UK1).

3. Funding. The new environment highlights two 
new tendencies in the funding of the banking 
sector: the weight of securitization and complex 
structured financial products is being reduced 
and there is an increased attention to the compo-
sition of funding with respect to assets (liquidity 
and funding ratios). Under this framework, 
stakeholder-based banks should maintain their 
traditional funding sources based on retail de-
posits but, taking into account the increased 
competition, they should also search for alterna-
tive forms of funding. One of the challenges for 
small and medium financial entities is the access 
to new funding sources such as covered bonds 
or the issuance of senior debt (for example, 
through a pooled funding model)2, although this 
can imply the need to increase the weight of 
debt holders in their management. 

4. Activity. There is a growing need to adapt these 

entities to an increased competitive framework. 

This could imply that some entities need to ex-

pand their activity, which is usually concen-

trated in areas like mortgages or loans to the real 

estate sector. In order to do this, it is important 

the aforementioned reform of the corporate gov-

ernance in order to avoid political influences 

and foster the profesionalization of its board of 

managers. Moreover it could also be relevant to 

avoid some restrictions such as the territoriality 

principle in the case of Germany. Nevertheless, 

in the case of cooperative banks, it is not clear 

that the expansion of their business model is a 

viable alternative for their adaptation to the 

new environment. Given that their existence is 

conditioned on the viability of some activity, 

the fact that it becomes unprofitable may imply 

a disappearance of the reason why they were 

created. That is, if it is not viable to maintain 

some cooperative banks that give loans to some 

sector it could be because their members are 

able to obtain cheaper funding through alterna-

tive sources. 

                                                     
1 In the case of the UK (see H.M. Treasury, 2010) there are some 

proposals for new capital instruments in order to allow the access of 

building societies to alternative ways such as Contingent Converti-

ble Notes or Rabobank Contingent Notes. In any case, it is recog-

nized that, in order to access to a suitable base of investors, they 

should consider allowing institutional shareholders to represent 

their views directly to the societies’ management whilst ensuring 

mutual values. 
2 The UK Treasury reviewed some alternatives in order to adapt build-

ing societies to the new financial climate. In particular, it explores the 

idea of pooled funding models by which participating societies could 

gain access to new sources of wholesale funding by, for example, 

issuing covered bonds through an issuing entity owned jointly by a 

number of societies. 

Some of these challenges have already been ad-

dressed by some countries in the past. In particular, 

there are different approaches that have resulted in a 

different development of the stakeholder-based sec-

tor among countries and configured some of the 

differences commented in section 1: 

1. Orderly privatization process. Italy applied a 

gradual privatization process of the savings 

banks sector, mainly as a consequence of the 

several negotiations and different legislations 

that took place. The process started with the le-

gal separation of the activities through the 

“Amato” law. The banking business was trans-

ferred into new joint-stock banking companies 

and the original savings banks were converted 

into foundations that assumed all the socially 

oriented activities. The “Amato” law required 

that these foundations should keep the owner-

ship control of the joint-stock savings. Thereaf-

ter, through a series of implementation decrees, 

the authorities incentivized them to divest pro-

gressively their participation in the capital 

through fiscal advantages and, in 1998, the 

“Ciampi” law required foundations to relinquish 

control of the banks. The new joint-stock sav-

ings banks are financial entities governed by the 

civil code and the banking code, operating on an 

equal footing with all other banks. Some studies 

have described this reform as a success as a re-

sult of the increased profitability and competi-

tion of the banking sector (Carletti, Hakenes and 

Schnabel, 2005). The privatization produced an 

important effect on the consolidation of the sec-

tor. Some studies show (Campa and Hernando, 

2006) that financial mergers usually improve the 

efficiency and productivity; in the Italian case 

(Fiorentino et al., 2009), the gains in productivity 

were reinforced by the effects from the privatiza-

tion and the removal of political interest in the 

management of the entities. 

2. Re-dimensioning of stakeholder-based banks 

sector through a rapid liberalization and con-

solidation: The case of the UK offers an exam-

ple of a fast redimensioning of stakeholder-

based banks sector, that is still relevant in its 

banking sector. During the 1980s four savings 

banks grouped their operating activities around 

a holding company, the Trustee Savings Bank 

Group (TSB Group). The initial public offering 

in 1986 of the TSB Group implied the privatiza-

tion of the savings banks and the conversion 

into a public limited company. The cash ob-

tained from the IPO allowed the group to ac-

quire one of the biggest UK investment banks, 

Lloyds. The socially-oriented activities were 

transferred into new created foundations 

(Lloyds TSB Foundation) which owned a part 
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of the capital of the group, through which they 

were able to finance these activities. At the end, 

the restructuring of savings banks implied their 

complete disappearance from the banking sec-

tor. It was precisely the same year of the privati-

zation of savings banks, 1986, when the restruc-

turing of the building societies sector begun with 

the allowance to convert themselves into public 

limited companies. As a result, during the 1990s, 

a demutualization and consolidation process 

took place with eleven building societies be-

coming private banks (including the largest one, 

Halifax). On the contrary to the Italian case, the 

conversion of savings banks was voluntary, re-

quiring two-thirds of existing members to vote 

in favor of it. By 2008 no one of the converted 

building societies maintained their independent 

status either because commercial banks acquire 

them (e.g., Abbey National or Alliance and 

Leicester) or because they were forced into pub-

lic ownership (Northern Rock and Bradford & 

Bingley). It seems that one of the potential gains 

of the privatization process that was suggested 

easier access to capital markets (Cook, Deakin 

and Hughes, 2001)  turned out to be one of the 

main problems that affected these entities as a re-

sult of the lack of management experience of 

wholesale funding and expanded financial activi-

ties. On the contrary, the performance of building 

societies during the last financial crisis has been 

comparatively better which has motivated a new 

debate towards the protection of this sector. 

Moreover, some authors have proposed the remu-

tualization of failed financial institutions like 

Northern Rock (Michie and Llewellyn, 2010). 

3. Private ownership inclusion and the mainte-

nance of the stakeholder-based banks model: In 

Norway the reform of 1987 provided savings 

banks with the possibility to raise external capi-

tal issuing primary capital certificates (PCCs) 

that give someownership over the capital. In 

2009, in order to improve the marketability of 

PCCs, the influence of external investors in-

creased with the introduction of Equity Certifi-

cates. This reform brings this capital instrument 

closer to ordinary shares, with the exception that 

their influence is limited to a 40% of the Gen-

eral Assembly and the existence of the compen-

sation fund that reduces their risk in case of a 

winding up. At the end, the reforms have main-

tained the nature and legal status of these com-

panies while, to some extent, addressed the 

challenges related to the corporate governance 

problems and the difficulties that these institu-

tions face raising equity in the market. 

4. Towards a more aggregated cooperative bank 

model. In some countries the stakeholder-based 

banks sector has evolved towards an aggrega-

tion of these entities through central bodies that 

maintain the independence of the entities. These 

central bodies are able to maintain a diverse 

funding and create important economies of 

scale. In this case, stakeholder-based banks still 

keep their social vocation but their management 

maintains a high level of independence with re-

spect to stakeholders. This is the case of Rabo-

bank in Netherlands (the only European finan-

cial institution that maintains the AAA rating) 

and cooperative banks in France. 

These experiences give a sense of different ap-

proaches that could be adopted in order to reform 

the stakeholder-based banks sector. Nevertheless, it 

should be noted that the different country conditions 

imply that the effects of these reforms could differ 

significantly among them. The selection of each 

model, which is neither the purpose of this paper nor 

possible before having evidence about the perform-

ance of these entities after the regulatory reform, 

depends to a great extent on the political willingness 

to maintain or privatize the sector. In economic terms, 

it is not easy to find which model has better properties. 

In fact, in order to do this one would need to see the 

performance of the sector over several decades and 

study which advantages or disadvantages it presents 

with respect to prior models. 
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